PREMIER50

In a world first for the rural and viticulture industries
Southern Wire introduces the Premier50™ coating on its
plainwire range of fencing products.
The Premier50™ coating was developed for the aquaculture industry where
it was used in the harshest ocean environments. Southern Wire has taken
this technology and applied it to its rural fencing products to ensure that the Plainwire
Premier50™ is the product of choice for farmers and growers across Australia.
Southern Wire’s efficient manufacturing process allows the Premier50™ to be priced
very competitively, providing superior value and cost effectiveness when measured over
the life of the fence.
Southern Wire’s Plainwire Premier50™ product is available in the traditional 1500m
rolls or the unique Reel Easy 1500m coils. The Reel Easy coils have had an exceptional
take up across Australia as they largely eliminate tangles and dispensing issues that
are common with the traditional rolls. They can be particularly useful when erecting
multiple strands of Plainwire which is common in many areas across Australia.
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PREMIER50
Code

Product

Description

Weight (kg)

8007

2.50mm FlexiWire Premier50™

Medium Tensile - 1500m Coil

58

8007S

2.50mm FlexiWire Premier50™

Medium Tensile - 1500m Reel-Easy

61

8107

2.50mm StrongWire Premier50™

High Tensile - 1500m Coil

58

8107S

2.50mm StrongWire Premier50™

High Tensile - 1500m Reel-Easy

61

8111

2.80mm VinWire Premier50™

High Tensile - 1000m Coil

48

8111S

2.80mm VinWire Premier50™

High Tensile - 1000m Reel-Easy

51

The Plainwire Premier50™ is an exceptionally high quality
fencing product which provides you with the assurance that
your wire will be there working for you for many years.
Once erected, your wire needs to be able to withstand the
harshest elements for the longest time possible. This is
where the Premier50™ coating will prove itself year after year.
For further information regarding the unique Premier50™ coating please
visit www.southernwire.com.au

EXTRAPOLATED COATING ENDURANCE

Longevity

Increased
Lifetime Value

Market Sample 1
Independent
Laboratory Tested
Market Sample 2
Independent
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